Course Number and Name  TLGE 101  Modern Tamil Grammar: Phonology, Morphology and Syntax

Intended Learning Outcomes  At the end of this course students will be able to explain the structural complexity of the language, describe the grammatical structure and display problem solving skills.

Course Contents  Tamil phonetics, phonology and writing system; morphology: the structure of words; noun morphology: structure of the noun – simple, compound and derivative noun; grammatical categories: person, number and gender; case system in modern Tamil; verb morphology: structure of the verb; simple and compound verb; inflectional categories of verb, tense and aspectual systems; adjective, adverbs and particles; morphophonemic: modern Tamil Sandhi rules; simple, complex and compound sentence formation.

Assessment Strategy  i. Time of Assessment - End of the Year  
ii. Assessment Method - Written examination  
Assigned percentage for each Component- 100%

Recommended References  